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A search for pair production of first-generation scalar leptoquarks is performed in the final state
containing two electrons and two jets using proton-proton collision data at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV. The data sample
used corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 33 pb1 collected with the CMS detector at the CERN
LHC. The number of observed events is in good agreement with the predictions for the standard model
background processes, and an upper limit is set on the leptoquark pair production cross section times 2 as
a function of the leptoquark mass, where  is the branching fraction of the leptoquark decay to an electron
and a quark. A 95% confidence level lower limit is set on the mass of a first-generation scalar leptoquark at
384 GeV for  ¼ 1, which is the most stringent direct limit to date.
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Although the standard model (SM) of fundamental par-
ticles and their interactions is in excellent agreement with
most collider data, there are compelling reasons to believe
new physics should appear at high energy scales. Some
well-motivated theories of physics beyond the SM, includ-
ing grand unified theories [1], composite models [2], tech-
nicolor [3–5], and superstring-inspired E6 models [6],
postulate the existence of a symmetry, beyond that of the
SM, relating quarks and leptons and implying the existence
of new bosons, called leptoquarks (LQ). An LQ carries
color, has fractional electric charge, can have spin 0
(scalar) or spin 1 (vector), and couples to a lepton and a
quark with coupling strength . An LQ would decay to a
charged lepton and a quark, with an unknown branching
fraction , or a neutrino and a quark, with branching
fraction 1 . A review of LQ phenomenology and
searches can be found in [7,8]. Constraints from experi-
ments sensitive to flavour-changing neutral currents,
lepton-family-number violation, and other rare processes
[9] favor LQs that couple to quarks and leptons within the
same SM generation, for LQ masses accessible at current
colliders. The first-generation scalar LQs studied in this
Letter couple only to an electron or an electron neutrino
and a light quark. Measurements at electron-proton colli-
ders constrain the coupling  to be comparable to or less
than the electromagnetic coupling EM 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4EM
p  0:3,
for a first-generation LQ mass, MLQ, less than 300 GeV
[10,11]. Prior to this work, the D0 Collaboration set the
most stringent limit for a broad range of the coupling  on
the mass of the first-generation scalar LQ, namely,MLQ >
299 GeV for  ¼ 1 [12].
This Letter presents the results of a search for pair
production of first-generation scalar LQs using events
containing two electrons and two jets from a data sample
of pp collisions at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 TeV collected in 2010 with the
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) detector at the LHC. The
data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of
33:2 3:7 pb1. In pp collisions at this energy, LQs are
predominantly produced in pairs via gluon-gluon fusion
and quark-antiquark annihilation with a cross section that
depends on the strong coupling constant s but is nearly
independent of . This cross section depends on the spin
and the mass of the LQ and, for scalar LQs, has been
calculated including next-to-leading-order (NLO) quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) corrections [13]. In this
study we did not consider possible contributions from
single LQ production, which has a cross section that is
dependent on .
The CMS experiment [14] uses a right-handed coordi-
nate system, with the origin at the nominal interaction
point, the x axis pointing to the center of the LHC ring,
the y axis pointing up (perpendicular to the LHC plane),
and the z axis along the anticlockwise-beam direction. The
polar angle, , is measured from the positive z axis and
the azimuthal angle, , is measured in the x-y plane. The
pseudorapidity is given by  ¼  lnðtan=2Þ. The central
feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting sole-
noid, of 6 m internal diameter, providing a field of 3.8 T.
Within the field volume are the silicon pixel and strip
tracker, the crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL),
which includes a silicon sensor preshower detector in front
of the ECAL endcaps, and the brass-scintillator hadron
calorimeter (HCAL). Muons are measured in gas-
ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke. In
addition to the barrel and endcap detectors, CMS has
extensive forward calorimetry. The ECAL has an ultimate
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energy resolution of better than 0.5% for unconverted
photons with transverse energies above 100 GeV. The
energy resolution is 3% or better for the range of electron
energies relevant for this analysis. The HCAL, when com-
bined with the ECAL, measures jets with a resolution
E=E  100%= ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃE½GeVp  5%. The inner tracker mea-
sures charged particles within jj< 2:5 and provides an
impact parameter resolution of 15 m and a transverse
momentum (pT) resolution of about 1.5% for 100 GeV
particles. The relative luminosity is measured using the
forward calorimeters. Collision events were selected by a
first level trigger made of a system of fast electronics and a
higher level trigger that consists of a farm of commercial
CPUs running a version of the offline reconstruction opti-
mized for fast processing.
Events used in this analysis are collected with an effi-
ciency greater than 99.9% by single and double electron
triggers with various thresholds depending on the instan-
taneous luminosity. Offline, events are required to contain
at least one primary vertex with z position within 24 cm of
the nominal center of the detector. Electron candidates are
required to have an electromagnetic cluster in ECAL that is
spatially matched to a reconstructed track in the central
tracking system in both  and . Electron candidates are
further required to have a shower shape consistent with that
of an electromagnetic shower, have a ratio between the
hadronic and electromagnetic energy of less than 5%, and
be isolated within a cone
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 þ 2p < 0:3 from other
energy deposits in the calorimeter and from additional
reconstructed tracks (beyond the matched track) in the
central tracking system. More information about electron
triggering and identification at CMS can be found else-
where [15]. Jets, the experimental signature of the hadro-
nization of partons, are reconstructed in this analysis from
calorimetry information by the anti-kT algorithm [16] with
the distance parameter set to 0.5. The energy response of
the jets is adjusted by applying a correction determined
from Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events and a residual
correction derived from data by analyzing the pT balance
in di-jet events [17].
The collision data were compared to samples of MC
generated events, where the response of the detector was
simulated using GEANT4 [18]. The selection procedure as
well as the electron and jet reconstructions described for
the data are also applied to the MC simulation samples.
Signal samples for LQ masses from 200 to 500 GeV were
generated with PYTHIA [19], version 6.422, tune D6T
[20,21].
An initial sample containing at least two electrons
and at least two jets is selected. The dominant SM pro-
cesses that produce such events are Z=	 þ jets and tt,
which are simulated, respectively, using ALPGEN [22] and
MADGRAPH [23,24] interfaced with PYTHIA for parton
showering and hadronization. Other backgrounds include
multijet production with two jets misidentified as electrons
and W þ jets events with one jet misidentified as an elec-
tron. There is also a small contribution from di-boson and
single top production. The two leading (in pT) electrons
and two leading jets are used in the analysis and, to reduce
the backgrounds, required to have pT > 30 GeV. Selected
electrons and jets have pseudorapidities jj< 2:5 and
jj< 3:0, respectively, and if any of the selected electrons
are closer than R ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2 þ2p ¼ 0:7 to any of the
selected jets, the event is rejected. In addition, the prelimi-
nary requirements Mee > 50 GeV and ST > 250 GeV are
applied, whereMee is the di-electron invariant mass and ST
is defined as the sum of the magnitudes of the pT of the two
leading electrons and two leading jets. At this stage of the
selection, referred to as preselection, there are sufficient
data to compare with the MC predictions. Good data-MC
agreement is observed in the shape of all kinematic dis-
tributions of the selected electrons and jets. Figure 1 shows
the Mee and ST distributions. The Z=	
 þ jets MC distri-
butions have been normalized to the data at the Z boson
mass, as described later.
To reduce the background from Z! ee production, a
minimal value ofMee well above the mass of the Z boson is
required, and, to reduce all SM backgrounds, ST is required
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FIG. 1 (color online). Top: the Mee distribution for events that
have passed the preselection requirements. Bottom: the ST
distribution for events that have passed the preselection requi-
rement, except the preselection requirement on ST itself
(ST > 250 GeV), and have Mee > 125 GeV. The MC distribu-
tions for the signal ( ¼ 1) and the contributing backgrounds are
shown. The Z=	 þ jets MC has been normalized as described
in the text. Other backgrounds include W þ jets, di-boson, and
single top. All background histograms are cumulative.
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to be large. While the LQ signal is expected to appear as a
peak in the mass distribution of the electron-jet pairs, we
find that the ST variable is more powerful with the present
statistics as it is not affected by combinatorics. The mini-
mal values required for Mee and ST were optimized by
minimizing the expected upper limit on the leptoquark
cross section in the absence of an observed signal using a
Bayesian approach [8,25] that is well suited for counting
experiments in the Poisson regime. The optimized lower
value of Mee is found to be 125 GeV for all the LQ
hypotheses under test, while the lower value of ST varies
as indicated in Table I. Table I shows the number of
surviving events for MC signal, MC background, and
data samples after applying the full optimized selection.
The reported product of signal selection efficiency and
acceptance is estimated from MC simulated events. The
product of the di-electron efficiency and acceptance, prior
to any Mee and jet requirements, varies from 58.7% to
68.0% for LQ masses from 200 to 500 GeV.
The Z=	 þ jets background dominates the preselection
sample. After the preselection, the ratio between data and
MC events with 80<Mee < 100 GeV (where the contami-
nation from other SM processes is 3%) is 1:20 0:14. This
ratio is used to normalize the Z=	 þ jets MC events. The
statistical uncertainty on this normalization factor is used as
an uncertainty on the MC estimate of the Z=	 þ jets
background after the full selection. In addition, a systematic
uncertainty of 20% due to the modeling of the shape of this
background is determined by comparing the number of
Z=	 þ jets events surviving final ST cut selections in
MADGRAPH samples with the renormalization or factoriza-
tion scales and matching thresholds varied by a factor of 2.
The tt background is estimated from MC calculations nor-
malized to the CMS measurement of the tt cross section
[26]. An uncertainty, 41%, is also taken from the same
measurement. The small contribution from other back-
ground processes containing vector bosons is estimated
byMC calculations. Themultijet background is determined
TABLE I. Number of events for MC LQ signal (for  ¼ 1), MC background, and data samples after the full analysis selection and
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 33:2 pb1. The product of signal acceptance and efficiency is also reported for different
LQ masses. The Z=	 þ jets MC has been normalized to the data at the Z boson mass as described in the text. Other backgrounds
include W þ jets, di-boson, and single top. The uncertainties reported here are from MC statistics. Systematic uncertainties are
discussed later. The observed and expected 95% C.L. upper limit (u.l.) on the leptoquark pair production cross section 
 are shown in
the last column.
Signal samples (MC) Standard model background samples (MC)
Selected events inMLQ
(ST Cut) [GeV]
Selected
Events
Acceptance 	
Efficiency ttþ jets Z=	 þ jets Others All
Events
in
data
Obs./Exp.
95% C.L.
u.l. on 
 [pb]
200 (ST > 340) 117:5 0:8 0:297 0:002 2:6 0:1 2:0 0:2 0:27 0:05 4:9 0:2 2 0:441=0:720
250 (ST > 400) 43:8 0:2 0:380 0:002 1:3 0:1 1:3 0:1 0:14 0:02 2:7 0:1 1 0:309=0:454
280 (ST > 450) 24:4 0:1 0:403 0:002 0:69 0:05 0:87 0:07 0:10 0:02 1:7 0:1 1 0:305=0:373
300 (ST > 470) 17:3 0:09 0:430 0:002 0:52 0:05 0:75 0:07 0:10 0:02 1:4 0:1 1 0:292=0:332
320 (ST > 490) 12:3 0:06 0:451 0:002 0:43 0:04 0:65 0:07 0:08 0:02 1:2 0:1 1 0:283=0:305
340 (ST > 510) 8:88 0:04 0:469 0:002 0:32 0:04 0:56 0:06 0:08 0:02 0:96 0:08 1 0:278=0:279
370 (ST > 540) 5:55 0:02 0:496 0:002 0:26 0:03 0:47 0:06 0:07 0:02 0:80 0:07 1 0:267=0:254
400 (ST > 560) 3:55 0:02 0:522 0:002 0:20 0:03 0:41 0:05 0:06 0:02 0:67 0:07 1 0:257=0:234
450 (ST > 620) 1:70 0:01 0:539 0:002 0:12 0:02 0:28 0:05 0:02 0:01 0:42 0:06 0 0:174=0:210
500 (ST > 660) 0:868 0:003 0:565 0:002 0:08 0:02 0:23 0:05 0:02 0:01 0:33 0:05 0 0:166=0:194
TABLE II. Summary of the systematic uncertainties affecting the number of signal and
background events for the hypothesis of LQ with mass of 300 GeV.
Systematic uncertainty Magnitude [%]
Effect on
Nsignal [%]
Effect on
NAllB kg [%]
Data-driven uncertainty 
 
 
 
 
 
 22
Z=	 þ jets Background Shape 20 
 
 
 11
Jet Energy Scale 5 3 11
Elec. Energy Scale Barrel/Endcap 1=3 1 5
Electron Pair Reco/ID/Iso 10 10 
 
 

MC Statistics 
 
 
 1 6
Integrated Luminosity 11 11 
 
 

Total 
 
 
 15 28
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from data. The probability that an isolated electromagnetic
cluster is reconstructed as an electron is measured in a
background sample requiring a single cluster, a jet multi-
plicity similar to the analysis final state, and small missing
transverse energy. This probability and a data sample with
two ormore of these clusters and two ormore jets were used
to determine the multijet contribution to the final selection
sample. The resulting systematic uncertainty is determined
to be 20%. This background accounts for<1% of the total
background for all LQmasses hypotheses with a decreasing
trend for increasing LQ mass hypothesis, and is not con-
sidered any further.
The systematic uncertainties affecting the number of
expected signal and background events are summarized
in Table II. The jet and electron energy scale uncertainties
are given in the second column of Table II. The reconstruc-
tion, identification, and isolation efficiency for electrons is
determined from MC simulated events and a systematic
uncertainty is assessed using Z! ee events from collision
data [27]. The statistical uncertainty on the number of MC
events surviving the full event selection is reported in
Table I for the signal and background. The uncertainty
on the integrated luminosity of the data sample is domi-
nated by the uncertainty on the measurement of the beam
current [28]. Uncertainties due to the choice of parton
distribution functions (PDF) of the proton lead to changes
in the total cross section and the acceptance for both signal
and background processes. The effect of the PDF uncer-
tainties (CTEQ6.6 [29]) on the signal acceptance is esti-
mated using an event reweighting technique that uses the
LHAPDF package [30] and amounts to 0.1%. The effect on
the signal acceptance of additional jets generated via initial
and final state radiation is found to be less than 1%. Since a
background normalization uncertainty is assessed based on
data, uncertainties due to the PDF choice, electron effi-
ciencies, and integrated luminosity are not applicable to
the background estimate.
The number of observed events in the collision data
sample that pass the selection criteria optimized for each
LQ mass considered is consistent with the prediction from
SM processes, as reported in Table I. An upper limit on the
LQ cross section in the absence of signal is therefore set
using a Bayesian approach [25] that uses a Poisson
likelihood, a flat prior for the signal cross section, and
log-normal priors for the parameters used to model the
systematic uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties for the
signal are dominated by the uncertainty on the integrated
luminosity and the electron selection efficiencies, while the
systematic uncertainties for the background are dominated
by the uncertainty derived from data. Figure 2 (top) shows
the 95% confidence level (C.L.) upper limit on the LQ pair
production cross section times 2 as a function of the
leptoquark mass for 33:2 pb1 of integrated luminosity.
The systematic uncertainties reported in Table II are in-
cluded in the calculation. The upper limits are compared to
an NLO prediction of the LQ pair production cross section
[13] to set a 95%C.L. exclusion on LQmasses smaller than
384 GeV(expected 391 GeV), assuming ¼ 1. A theoreti-
cal uncertainty on the signal production cross sections due
to the choice of renormalization/factorization scales
(14%–15% for all LQ masses considered) has been
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FIG. 2 (color online). Top: the expected and observed upper
limit at 95% C.L. on the LQ pair production cross section times
2 as a function of the LQ mass. The systematic uncertainties
reported in Table II are included in the calculation. The shaded
region is excluded by the current D0 limit for  ¼ 1. The 
theory
curve and its band represent, respectively, the theoretical LQ pair
production cross section and the uncertainties due to the choice
of PDF and renormalization-factorization scales [13]. Bottom:
minimum  for a 95% C.L. exclusion of the LQ hypothesis as a
function of LQ mass. The observed (expected) exclusion curve is
obtained using the observed (expected) upper limit and the
central value of the theoretical LQ pair production cross section.
The band around the observed exclusion curve is obtained by
considering the observed upper limit while taking into account
the uncertainties on the theoretical cross section. The shaded
region is excluded by the current D0 limits, which combines
results from searches in the two electron, electron-neutrino, and
two neutrino channels.
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calculated by varying the scales between half and twice the
LQmass, while a 90%C.L. PDF uncertainty (from 8 to 22%
for LQ masses from 200 to 500 GeV) has been obtained
from the CTEQ6.6 error PDF set following the standard
prescription detailed in Ref. [29]. If the observed cross
section upper limit is compared with the lower boundary
of the cross section uncertainty band, the lower limit
on the LQ mass for  ¼ 1 becomes 370 GeV(expected
375 GeV). Figure 2 (bottom) shows the minimum  for a
95% C.L. exclusion of the LQ hypothesis as a function of
LQ mass.
In conclusion, a search for pair production of first-
generation scalar leptoquarks has been presented. The
number of collision events, passing a selection optimized
for exclusion of the LQ hypothesis, is in good agreement
with the predictions for the SM background processes.
A Bayesian approach that includes the treatment of the
systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters has been
used to set an upper limit on the LQ cross section. By
comparing this upper limit to a theoretical calculation of
the LQ pair production cross section, the existence of first-
generation scalar LQ with masses below 384 GeV for
 ¼ 1 has been excluded at 95% C.L., with a correspond-
ing cross section limit of 0.265 pb. The lower limits on the
LQ mass set for values of  larger than about 0.4 are the
most restrictive direct limits to date.
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